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Bath Quakers’ political service in Bath & NE Somerset Council 
 

Remember your responsibilities as a citizen for the conduct of local, national, 
and international affairs. Do not shrink from the time and effort your 
involvement may demand (Advices & Queries #34) 

 
The recent local elections saw one Bath Quaker Lin Patterson (Green, Lansdown 
ward) step down after a full term of service, and another - Winston Duguid LibDem, 
Widcombe & Lyncombe ward - step up as a new B&NES councillor.  We give heartfelt 
thanks to Lin for her time and effort in service to local politics. And we wish Winston 
all the very best as he starts his term. Both have shared thoughts about this for Bath 
Quaker News.  

Lin Patterson recalls highlights of her time as B&NES councillor  
Lin recalls in particular planting a Peace Tree on Larkhall Rec, organising a 
nature-themed poetry competition with Beaufort Bookshop, getting a wildlife pond 
in Fairfield Park funded and supporting Family Action on Climate Emergency: 
 

FACE (a name I suggested) is powered by young mothers mostly, who took the 
Climate Emergency petition I initiated to their hearts and helped achieve the 
2500 signatures to urge B&NES council to pass their Climate Emergency 
Declaration. Along with that was some manoeuvring behind the scenes to enable 
that to pass, although others took a more substantial role. 
 
Friends will remember the successful April Climate Hustings, with which Friends 
so amazingly engaged: endorsing, funding, stewarding and staunchly 
supporting, and which will hopefully lead to further organising of those who 
signed up to help hold the council to account. 
 
So the gratifying memories are not those generating political headlines, but 
more intimate encounters simply to be helping in small ways. I encourage 
Friends to consider becoming a councillor, as Winston Duguid has successfully 
done in the May local election, to continue a Quaker contribution to our local 
government. 
 

You can read Lin’s recollections on the Bath Quakers web site. 

Winston Duguid looks forward to serving as new Councillor  
Newly-elected Winston Duguid (LibDem, Widcombe & Lyncombe) writes: 
 

I could sit around and moan or I could play some part in addressing some of the 
issues and have influence on others who could have even more influence. I 
wasn't quite sure how I could get involved but a path evolved. At short notice 
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Wera Hobhouse and others asked me to be her agent in the 2017 election and 
thereafter there was some Lib Dem pressure in the summer of 2018 to run for 
councillor in 2019 in the ward that I lived . 
 
Crucially my wife, a sixth generation Bathonian, was keen for me to stand as she 
thought I had many of the skills and experience she perceived were needed to be 
a councillor in 2019.  
 
I have always liked team sports and the buzz of being in a team. Being a 
councillor enables me to be part of a wider team and being less tribal than in my 
youth I hope I can be objective in serving my ward and Bath and Banes. We will 
see! 
 

You can read more from Winston on Bath Quakers web site.  

Molly Scott Cato’s service as MEP to continue (for now at least) 
Bristol Quaker Molly Scott Cato retained her seat as one of the MEPs for SW England 
and Gibraltar in the even more recent elections to the European Parliament.  
 
Last year Molly joined the Extinction Rebellion and committed “to engage in 
non-violent but illegal activities to try and force urgent action” on climate. Staunchly 
pro EU, she has been a trenchant critic of the self-styled “bad boys of Brexit” (there 
are bad girls also). She has referred Brexit Party leader Nigel Farage to the EU fraud 
office OLAF, describing him as “a professional political fraudster”. 
 
She takes office alongside two Liberal Democrats and three Brexit party MEPs. 

What goes on in a Meeting for Worship? 
Continuing her series on the central question of what goes on in a Quaker meeting for 
worship, Katie Evans explains what she herself does.  
 
There is a sort of attentiveness that can be present without grasping, that lets a 
flower unfold and delights in the bloom rather than plucking and dissecting the bud 
in a dissatisfied expectation of petals. The still, quiet attentiveness of a nature 
watcher in the woods that lets the wildlife emerge. This is the frame of mind, the 
mode of being, I hope to shift into in meeting for worship. And then I ask gently: 
what’s here? 
 
My awareness of ‘what’s here’ often starts with what is within me, but it doesn’t stop 
there. It expands to an awareness (or at least to an openness to awareness), often 
wordless, of what is here within the gathering of people present that day, and 
sometimes to those not physically present too. Perhaps some people’s awareness 
expands even further to a sensitive attentiveness to the condition of society and the 
world at large. That isn’t generally the case for me, but I could believe that it is for 
others. 
 
I’d describe the ‘what’s here’ of the group gathered in worship as analogous to an 
orchestra playing together. There is an endless variety of sounds a group of 
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musicians can make, likewise every meeting for worship is different. Sometimes 
there’s a harmonious interweaving and the music swells and flows. Sometimes it’s 
unsettled and discordant. There might be a single instrument providing a dramatic 
central focus, or a motif might emerge from a subtler layering together of several 
instruments. Most, sometimes all, of this is a silent music, unvoiced. I often wonder if 
others are ‘hearing’ the same ‘tune’ as me in a meeting, but it feels awkward to ask 
this over coffee after meeting. 
 
There’s another level to what’s going on in meeting for worship that I find even 
harder to articulate. Through this gentle practise of attending to ‘what’s here’, there 
dawns in me an awareness of a bigger awareness. A sense that the meeting I am 
attending to is already held in an expansive, encompassing, tender, compassionate 
attention. This is the pivot point where the balance shifts from us holding the silence 
to the silence holding us, from us shaping the silence to the silence shaping us. 
 
Here is where I reach for the traditional language of God’s love. 

Spoken ministry  
I still find the question of where spoken ministry comes from difficult. However, 
articulating what I experience in meeting for worship has given me a provisional 
answer. For now, I would say that spoken ministry arises out of the intersection of 
what’s in the speaker, what’s present in the gathered group, and the revelatory loving 
gaze of God on both. 
 
There’s one more element: a compelling sense that the experience, idea, insight, 
question - whatever it is – is to be shared with the group then and there. Not every 
insight is for sharing in spoken ministry. I love the now rather quaint sounding 
advice to distinguish between ‘bread for thee’, that is, insights that are for us 
personally; and ‘bread for others’, insights that are given to be shared as spoken 
ministry. 
 
Together, these four elements put in context two distinctive features of spoken 
ministry that I usually shy away from discussing: synchronicity and shaking. To my 
rational mind, these sound like superstitious magical thinking or a weak attempt to 
prove the existence of a supernatural God. I don’t see them that way, but I can’t deny 
the inconvenient persistence with which they make themselves known. 
 
By synchronicity, I mean those occasions when one person’s spoken ministry seems 
to speak directly to another, to articulate just what was in their heart and mind. Or 
when, unspoken, there’s a common theme in our interpretations of a particular 
meeting. One occasion stands out as a particularly clear example: that Sunday I found 
myself unexpectedly sitting with grief. I looked around the room and couldn’t see an 
obvious prompt, no one recently bereaved for example. Nevertheless, the presence of 
grief was strong, almost palpable, though not distressing, and I wondered if I should 
speak. The silence felt deep and gathered - words weren’t needed. I kept quiet. Then, 
after 45 minutes of silence, a visitor rose and spoke of her grief. At times like this I 
experience and recognise a collective ‘what’s here’ that we can consent to share in. 
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On the rare occasions when I feel called to speak in meeting for worship my heart 
pounds, standing I feel weak at the knees, shaky. I hear this is a fairly common 
experience for Friends. It isn’t simple discomfort with public speaking - I’m quite 
happy giving the notices after meeting. Rather, I associate it with ministry coming 
from more than just our day-to-day selves, our thoughts and experiences, and with 
feeling somehow asked to take the risk of voicing those depths. 
 
I remember one Friend whose spoken ministry I found difficult – he tended to speak 
abstractly and, I thought, a little pompously. One Sunday I happened to be sat in front 
of this Friend when he rose to speak. He rested his hands on the back of my chair, I 
could feel through the chair that he was shaking, though his voice gave no sign. After 
that I had no trouble listening to his ministry. I knew that despite the impersonal, 
slightly ‘preachy’ words, his ministry was heartfelt and came at some cost. 
 
This series concludes next month.  

On crows and magpies in the garden 
Brenda Claxton writes: 
 
There has been lot in the news recently about whether farmers should be allowed to 
shoot crows and magpies because they eat small baby birds, some of which are 
becoming rare. 
 
I love all birds and have been fascinated to read how intelligent crows are, how 
quickly the learn, and it does seem atrocious for anyone to shoot them. Unexpectedly 
I have found myself personally involved in this debate. 
 
We have four bird feeders in our garden - 2 peanuts, 1 mixed seeds and 1 for niger 
seeds to feed the goldfinches. At this time of year the adult tits can be seen collecting 
nuts and seeds to feed their growing chicks and I love watching as the blue tits fly 
from the feeder into the bird box on the house wall, where no doubt the newly 
hatched chicks are waiting with open mouths. 
 
However, to our consternation, every early morning this spring the crows have 
dominated the feeders.  Unbelievably, as I watched, they have learnt to balance on 
the peanut feeder and peck out the nuts.   Slowly over the past month they have 
become more adept at this manoeuvre.   On the ground beneath prowl the magpies 
collecting fallen food, their attempts at balancing on the feeder have been 
unsuccessful. 
 
This has not happened before to my knowledge and as a result of the crows 
dominating the feeders the small birds are disappearing from the garden.    This is a 
real loss as usually in May we find lots of small baby tits, both great tits and blue tits, 
start to cluster round the feeders, watching their parents and learning how to feed 
themselves.   My daughter who lives outside Bath tells me that her garden is filled 
with baby birds at present but this year I haven’t seen any in our garden.  Are the 
crows eating them or just frightening them away, I ask myself? 
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I also wonder if there is a change happening in the universal crow world since I know 
from reading  the literature that crows first learn new skills from watching each 
other and then, when a certain number has been reached, the skill can spread 
intuitively to other crows in other areas without any physical learning taking place. 
This can also happen within the monkey population. 
 
Is this is what is happening with crows in the UK at present, I ask myself, and I would 
be interested to hear if anyone else has noticed crows dominating their bird feeders. 
I find all of nature beautiful but this change in the bird habits in my own garden both 
surprises and distresses me for its future implications. 

Coming up in June:  
On 23 June several Bath Quakers will be attending the Windrush event hosted by 
Christ Church in Julian Road. There’s a service, barbeque and steel band. All welcome. 
 
June is Pride Month. There’s lots of welcoming information on the Quaker Gender 
and Sexual Diversity Community web site, and some excellent resources including a 
good recent article A testimony of divine grace on the British Quakers web site. 

Treasurer’s report for 2019 
This has been an extraordinarily good year for our finances, with the meeting house 
coming up trumps with a nice treat on the income side and minimal costs (well – 
relatively minimal) on the expenditure side.  
 
I’ll start where I always start, with your total annual giving. This came to £19,145, 
slightly higher than the year before and with the overall allocation swung more 
towards our own Meeting. Bath LM received £6,269 compared with £5,231 in 2017, 
Area Meeting received £4,590 (2017, £4,737), and you gave £8,285 to Britain Yearly 
Meeting (2017, £8,772). Thank you as always, Friends, for your support for Bath 
Meeting and for Quaker work overall.  
 
The Big Picture: Bath Meeting Finances in 2018 shows the £6,269 annual giving to 
Bath as the first item in the first box because your support forms the financial 
bedrock of our meeting. Adding the money in the collection box makes total 
donations of £8,722 to support the life of the meeting.  
 
Expenditure, described in the box below, ranged over the usual categories – 
donations to Quaker charities, various subs, the newsletter, library books, bursaries, 
the children’s class, and a Quiet Day. This expenditure came to £1,797. I should point 
out that we spent nothing on outreach and nothing on the burial ground. All in all, 
income for the Life of the Meeting (ie excluding premises-related) exceeded costs by 
£6,925.  
 
The second column of the Big Picture is for the Meeting House itself. Lettings brought 
in £38,266, much the same as in 2017 because things were much the same. I had a 
pleasant surprise when £4,200 arrived from Sally Lunns via the AM solicitors. This 
was a licence payment for scaffolding which Sally Lunns had erected at the back of 
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the Meeting House. I’m grateful to Trustees for their labours to bring this about and 
to Area Meeting for covering the legal fees incurred.  
 
Although EPC’s charges increased by £1,000 to £20,818, our repair and maintenance 
bills were lower last year than they’ve been in a long time, no unexpected costs came 
along, and we didn’t carry out any improvements. Meeting House costs by the end of 
the year were only £30,695 which means that the meeting house made a surplus of 
£11,771. Combining this with the £6,925 surplus income mentioned earlier, meant 
that the General Fund increased by £18,696 to £37,283. This leaves us in a strong 
financial position as we start a new phase in the life of Bath Meeting.  
 
Donations continued to arrive for the Meeting House Appeal and the fund stood at 
£22,866 by the end of the year. I shall have to return this money to donors.  
 
Sally Harris, Treasurer April 2019  

Meeting for Snuff 
Judith Eversley writes 
 
"Just off to Meeting for Snuff ..." my mother would say, bafflingly (perhaps I was 
easily baffled in the 1960s). She represented Dorking & Horsham Friends on Meeting 
for Sufferings, and once a month these London trips took her to its meetings at 
Friends House. So what was she actually doing? 
 
Originally MfS had recorded - and worked to alleviate - the Sufferings of persecuted 
Quakers, By the 20th Century, there was not so much of that and its focus was on the 
day-to-day expression of Quaker testimonies in practice: what did changes in politics, 
economics and society mean for Friends trying to lead faithful lives; who will do the 
work of the Society; how will it be financed? 
 
Then the Charity Commission decreed that such a large representative body could 
not manage the day-to-day business of the Society. That's why we now have Trustees 
managing Britain Yearly Meeting business from day to day. Meeting for Sufferings 
still has a huge role: it is as it always has been the national body where we sound out 
our concerns and visions through the year. It has been described as the prophetic 
voice for Quakers in Britain today, working all year round and feeding into Yearly 
Meeting. 
 
And now, as then, members of Meeting for Sufferings have a big role to play in 
two-way communication: they share Friends' grassroots concerns and they report 
back. In our area, West Wilts & East Somerset Friends are represented on MfS by Jane 
Stephenson who is scrupulous about writing  a short lively report on what happened. 
That report (never more than one side of A4!) is sent to Area Meeting and minuted.  

Meeting for Sufferings: WW&ESAM notes from April 2019  
 
Jane Stephenson writes:  
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Our MfS session in April focused on work done by the Diversity and Inclusion and 
Vibrancy in Meetings projects. I’ve highlighted issues that need consideration by AMs 
and LMs. 
 
I particularly value the time we spend in Home Groups (ours covers Oxford and 
south westwards to Cornwall). This gives the opportunity to get to know people and 
share experiences in a smaller setting outside of the main MfS sessions. 
 

● BYM Trustees 
 
BYMT are considering how best to support AMs in their statutory duties. There is an 
initiative looking at ‘Making Meetings Simpler’ which I heard more about at the 
Conference for Trustees and Treasurers. AM Trustees will be considering how this 
might be relevant to our AM. [MMS was not considered by MfS but I thought AM 
members would be interested in this too.] 
 
Annual report and accounts have been approved by Trustees and will be available in 
full at Yearly Meeting. It should be noted that the amount gifted by Friends in 2018 
was down by £0.75m on 2017. We were all reminded of the need to increase our 
giving where we can. 
 

● Diversity and Inclusion 
 

Edwina Peart, Inclusion and Diversity Co-ordinator presented her second report to 
MfS describing the information gathered from the diversity and inclusion survey and 
the national gathering at Woodbrooke in January.  
 
We spent time in Home Groups considering the following 3 questions: 
▪Does anyone have a claim on the universal? 
▪Do Qs think that everyone should aspire to become middle class by middle age? 
▪What makes for a welcoming welcome? 
 
We struggled with the first one, but found it thought provoking to think about how 
comfortable we feel speaking on behalf of Quakers as a group. We didn’t agree with 
the second, and had a useful discussion about the third. AM and LMs might like to 
consider whether to use these questions in our own meetings. In the plenary we 
reflected on needing to know ourselves, the ‘baggage we hold’ and how those in a 
dominant group are not always aware of their dominance. 
 

● Vibrancy in Meetings 
○ We received a copy of the executive summary of the Vibrancy in 

Meetings Project evaluation together with a report on options being 
considered by Woodbrooke and BYM Trustees. We heard that the 
median number of members in local meetings had fallen from 24 to 18, 
there are more children’s meeting than 10 years ago and 16 ‘Young 
Adult Friends’ groups around the country. 

○ Meetings involved in the Vibrancy project have felt transformed and a 
short video(click to see) demonstrates this. 

○ Consideration of the options for rolling out the programme including 
replicating the project on a larger scale or by pursuing further 
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decentralisation opportunities, away from London and Birmingham, or 
indeed a combination of the two are being considered by BYM 
Trustees, Woodbrooke Trustees and Quaker Life Central Committee. 

● Minutes from AMs 
○ Bournemouth and Coastal AM National Health Service –B&C AM have a 

adopted a concern to uphold a universal, publicly provided Health 
Service. AMs are encouraged to learn more and consider supporting 
the concern. 

○ Meeting of Friends in Wales –have agreed a statement drawing 
attention to the importance of peace in Europe and shares their 
distress about the degree of inequality in our society. MfS united with 
this statement. 

● BYM response to proposed service on May 3rd to ‘Recognise 50 years of 
Continuous At Sea Deterrent’ or control of nuclear submarines. Paul Parker 
has written a private response which you can read here.  

Sign up for Bath Quaker News on line 
There’s more Bath Quaker News at BathQuakers.org. You can “Follow Bath Quakers” 
there. That way you get an email as soon as a new piece is posted. 

Diary  
2 May Open for Transformation #2: Celebrating the Quaker way 
16 May Open for Transformation #3: Our spiritual experience 
30 May Open for Transformation #4 Identifying our gifts and needs as a meeting 
Sun 2 June Area Meeting in Bath, Percy Hall, BCURC, Grove St  
Sat 8 June Youth Volunteers Training Day. Contact Kirsty Philbrick 
kirstyp@quaker.org.uk/ 07849 803493 or Gwyneth Evans gwinian@gmail.com 
13 June Open for Transformation #5: How our Meeting works (or might work) 
27 June Open for Transformation #6: Living the Quaker way 
 
Further ahead: BYM 2019 24–27 May, London 
 
If you want diary dates added to the web site and newsletter please tell the editors, or 
if you’re reading online click here & just type them in.  
 
Regular worship at BCURC: Sun 1030-1130; Tue 1800-1830; Wed 1030-1100 
 

Every Sunday 10:30-11:30 Children’s Meeting 
1st Sunday of Feb, Apr, May, 
July, Sept, & Nov 

12:30 Meeting for Worship for Business 
(Preparative Meeting) 

1st Sunday 09:30- 
10:00 

Friends Fellowship of Healing 
(currently suspended) 

2nd Sun of even months; 
3rd Sunday of odd months 

12:30 Poetry Group 

4th Sunday 12:30 Shared lunch 
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Front cover image: Celebrating Pride in June, with bunting for one of our sacred places 
kindly provided by Wren Sidhe.  

 
Articles to wmheath+BathQN@gmail.com; please include photos.  

Follow @BathQuakers on Twitter and Instagram. 
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